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Date: 23/11/2023 

MIS. I Boursa Kuwait Company 

Greetings, 

Subject: CMA Approval of renewal of the right 
to deal in treasury shares 

With reference to the approval of the General 
Assembly held on April 02, 2023 to authorize the 
Board of Directors to buy and sell not more than 
10% of the company's shares . 

Humansoft would like to inform you that the Capital 
Markets Authority (CMA) has approved renewal of 
the right to deal in treasury shares of the company, 
with the aim of maintaining the stability of the 
company's share price( Buy and sell). 

Yours Sincerely, 

Annex: 
1. Disclosure of IVlaterial Information Form 
2. Enclosed is a copy of the CMA's approval 
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Tareq Fahad AI Othman 
Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors 
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Disclosure of Material Information Form 

Humansoft Holding Company K.S.C.P 

With reference to the approval of the General Assembly held on April 2, 2023, to authorize 
the Board of Directors to buy and sell not more than 10% of the company's shares. 

Humansoft would like to inform you that the Capital Markets Authority (CMAl has approved 
renewal of the right to deal in treasury shares of the company, with the aim of maintaining 
the stability of the company's share price (Buy and sell). 

Significant Effect on the financial position shall be mentioned if the material information 
can measure that effect, excluding the financial effect resulting from tenders or similar 
contracts. 
If a Listed Company, which is a member of a Group, disclosed some material information 

related to it and has Significant Effect on other listed companies' which are members of 
the same Group, the other companies' disclosure obligations are limited to disclosing the 
information and the financial effect occurring to that company itself. occurring to that 
company itself. 
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